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The Trafalgar Custom Belt Collection
Trafalgar, the premier belt company, has created a Custom Leather Belt and Buckle Collection that includes an arrangement of 10 made-to-measure straps and 7 buckles which can be monogrammed with up to 3 initials; all of which are
housed in an exquisite leather stamped box.
This program allows your customers to customize their own belt combination by selecting the components that best fit
their lifestyle and wardrobe. All of Trafalgar’s unique buckles have been specially designed to be fitted with any of the
beautiful straps. Even after their initial purchase this feature encourages customers to purchase additional straps and
buckles that both coordinate with and increase the versatility of their Trafalgar custom belt.
The Custom Belt program is unique to Trafalgar and produces the finest selection of genuine exotic leather straps and
buckles available.

Trafalgar Custom Belt and Buckle Program
The Custom Belt and Buckle program includes the following components:
1) Leather wrapped presentation box
2) An assortment of strap options in 1

3/16

” widths

3) A selection of top quality buckles in solid sterling silver, silver plate, gold, gold plate or brass: all of which can be
monogrammed for customer personalization.

1 3/16” STRAPS - SEVEN BUCKLE SELECTION
IN-STORE PRESENTATION BOX - 8110TF02
$245

Exquisite Leather Straps
A customer may choose from the following straps available in each box in a made to measure size: (Note: all straps
come in 1

3/16

” width)

1. Alligator Embossed Full-Grain Calf Leather: The look of luxury is achieved perfectly with this alligator embossed on
rich Italian leather strap.
2. Trafalgar’s Famous Cortina Leather: The rich feel high quality natural grain is assured to age perfectly over time.
3. Genuine Java Lizard: With its high polish and hand-staining; Trafalgar’s genuine lizard strap is a true work of art.
4. Genuine American Alligator: Trafalgar’s exquisite genuine American Alligator strap speaks to your customer’s sense
of luxury, classic style, and impeccable taste. This “top of the line” exotic piece will be a unique and timeless expression of fine living.
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1. ALLIGATOR GRAIN - 1101TF31
1 3/16”
Sugg. Retail $75
2. CORTINA - 1101TF68
1 3/16”
Sugg. Retail $75

3. JAVA LIZARD - 1109TF16
1 3/16”
Sugg. Retail $110
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001
BLACK

205
BROWN

216
CHESTNUT

001
BLACK

200
BROWN

210
HONEY
MAPLE

001
BLACK

4. GENUINE ALLIGATOR - 1109TF03
1 3/16”
Sugg. Retail $375
001
BLACK

216
CHESTNUT

604
BURGUNDY

X-Large

Elegant Buckles
A customer may choose from the following buckles – Each piece able to be engraved with up to three initials.
1. Etched 22k Gold Plate over Brass -13/16”
2. Etched Silver Plate over Brass - 13/16”
3. 24K Gold over Sterling Silver - 13/16”
4. Etched 24K Gold over Sterling Silver - 13/16”
5. Etched Solid Sterling Silver - 13/16”
6. Engine Turned Tartan Pattern in Sterling Silver - 13/16”
7. Solid Sterling Silver - 13/16”

1 3/16” BUCKLES
1

2

3

ETCHED 22K GOLD PLATE
OVER BRASS - 1672TF10 - 710
(M010)

ETCHED SILVER PLATE
OVER BRASS - 1672TF09 - 040
(M009)

24K GOLD OVER STERLING
SILVER - 1672TF06 - 710
(M006)

Sugg. Retail $65

Sugg. Retail $65

Sugg. Retail $245
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ETCHED 24K GOLD OVER STERLING SILVER - 1672TF08 - 710
(M008)

ETCHED SOLID STERLING
SILVER - 1672TF07 - 040
(M007)

Sugg. Retail $275

Sugg. Retail $245

ENGINE TURNED TARTAN
PATTERN IN STERLING
SILVER - 1672TF11 - 040
(M011)
Sugg. Retail $275

7
ENGRAVING STYLES
BLOCK

SOLID STERLING SILVER
1672TF05 - 040
(M005)
Sugg. Retail $190

The Story of Trafalgar’s Signature Cortina Leather Products
Trafalgar’s famous Cortina Leather has a long and rich history. Trafalgar is very particular about this type of leather
due to its quality and preparation which ensures that its character has many unique properties your customer will want
to know about.
1) Quality: Quality is the cornerstone of Cortina Leather. Cortina leather comes specifically from the shoulder area of
the hide. It is a very limited and specific section of the cow, but it is the one place the contrasting highs and lows of the
fat wrinkles show the most depth and richness of color. Trafalgar’s Cortina Leather also comes from free-roaming cows
from the Belgium countryside where barbwire is never used. This precaution eliminates the inevitable scarring one sees
on the hides of all other leather used in the US. Paired with Trafalgar’s strict “Quality Control System and Standards”
your Trafalgar customers are guaranteed the best product on the market.
2) Eco-Friendly: All Trafalgar Leather is Vegetable Tanned. This not only means a more durable, longer lasting
finish; but means this luxury collection is one of the first leather accessories lines to be entirely bio-degradable and
eco-friendly. Usually, leather is tanned with man-made chemicals that, although doing the job faster, are hazardous to
our environment in disposal and cause the products to eventually contribute to the ever growing environmental waste
management problem. With Trafalgar’s process of vegetable tanning, although the procedure requires considerably
more time and effort; we take pride in knowing all of our products are bio-degradable, eco-friendly, and thus better.
3) Character: Because of the nature of the Cortina tanning process, Trafalgar Cortina Leather is able to be drumdyed and aniline finished. Both of these steps are often overlooked in the leather accessories business because of
expense and time; but Trafalgar feels these steps are necessary to ensure only the best quality. Drum-dying and the
subsequent aniline finishing process is equivalent to staining a piece of wood. The long process of drum-dying (a process which can take up to 2 months) and aniline finishing ensures two things. The first is that the color fully penetrates
the leather resulting in a beautiful finish that shows the contrasting highs and lows of the natural grain. The second is
that the leather will age beautifully. Unlike poorly stained leather, where only the top layer of the leather will wear with
age, because of the depth of the color and stain penetration, all of Trafalgar’s Cortina Leather products will maintain the
rich highlighting of natural grain, for a lifetime.

